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Ingersoll Lockwood Frontispiece's 19th-century children's novel from Baron Trump's Great Underground Journey. Written by Wilhelm Heinrich Sebastian Von Troomp (From the Oil Painting) Baron Trump's novels are two children's novels written in 1889 and 1893 by American author and lawyer Ingersoll Lockwood. They remain vague until 2017, when they
receive media attention for the similarities between their protagonist and US President Donald Trump. The 19th-century publication and reception lockwood published his first novel, Travels and Adventures of Little Baron Trump and his wonderful dog Bulger, in 1889, and its sequel, Baron Trump's Marvelous Underground Journey, in 1893. The novels
recount the adventures of German boy Wilhelm Heinrich Sebastian Von Troomp, who follows Baron Trump, as he discovers strange underground civilizations, insults indigenous peoples, flees his entanglements with local women, and repeats this pattern until returning home to Trump Castle. [1] The novels are part of a trend in American children's literature
that meets the demand for great adventure stories triggered by Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland (1865). However, they were carefreely receiving and not participating in children's literary classics. [1] An 1891 critic wrote about one of Lockwood's novels: The author labors through three hundred pages of wonderful and bizarre stories, now and then striking
a witty spark; but the sparks give little light and no warmth, and one has to fumble for the story. [2] Rediscovered in 2017 In July 2017, the books were rediscovered by Internet forum users, and later by the media, who pointed out similarities between the protagonist and US President Donald Trump. [1] Jaime Fuller wrote in Politico that Baroness Trump was
premature, restless and trouble-prone. He often refers to his huge brain, and there is a personal insult to most people he meets. Fuller also noted that Baron Trump lives in a building named after him, Trump Castle; while the real-life Donald Trump has lived at Trump Tower for decades. Moreover, Donald Trump's youngest son was named Barron Trump. [1]
Chris Riotta noted on Newsweek that Baron Trump's adventures began in Russia. Riotta also mentions another book by Ingersoll, 1900; or, the last President, in which New York City was divided by protests following the shock victory of a populist candidate in the 1896 presidential election, who brought about the collapse of the American republic. [4] As of
July 2017, filmmaker and Trump supporter Leigh Scott was reportedly planning a campaign to produce a film animent from the novel Baron Trump. ^[3] Reference ^ a 5 c d Fuller, Jaime (October 7, 2017). Trump is the star of these bizarre Victorian novels. POLITICO Magazine. Retrieved October 7, 2017. ^ The Monthly, episode LXVII (1891), p. 131. Jaime
Fuller linked this review to a novel by Baron Trump, but the archives of The Atlantic show it is about the seemingly similar novel by Lockwood Wonderful Deeds and Doings of Little Giant Boab and his Talking Raven Tabib. 5 Riotta, Chris (July 31, 2017). An author from the 1800s predicted the demise of the Trumps, Russia and america?. Newsweek.
Lockwood, Ingersoll (April 20, 2016) [First published 1896]. 1900; Or, the last President. Internet storage. Link outside the Travel Children's Literary Portal and the Adventures of Little Baron Trump and Mr. Bulger's Great At the Internet Archive Baron Trump's Amazing Underground Journey at the Internet Archive Wikisource has original text related to this
article: Baron Trump's Amazing Underground Journey Taken from © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliate Ages: 36 months - 8 years Visit the help section or contact us Baron Trump novels are two children's novels written in 1889 and 1893 by American author and lawyer Ingersoll Lockwood. They remain vague until 2017, when they receive media
attention for the similarities between their protagonist and US President Donald Trump. Ingersoll published his first novel, Travels and Adventures of Little Baron Trump and his wonderful dog Bulger, in 1889, and its next, Baron Trump's Marvelous Underground Journey, in 1893. The novels recount the adventures of German boy Wilhelm Heinrich Sebastian
Von Troomp, who follows Baron Trump, as he discovers strange underground civilizations, insults indigenous peoples, flees his entanglements with local women, and repeats this pattern until returning home to Trump Castle. The novels are part of a trend in American children's literature that meets the demand for great adventure stories triggered by Lewis
Carroll's Alice in Wonderland (1865). In July 2017, the books were rediscovered by Internet forum users, and then the media, who enjoyed highlighting the cognitive similarities between the protagonist and US President Donald Trump, who has a son named Barron Trump. Jaime Fuller wrote in Politico that Baron Trump is premature, restless, and vulnerable
to trouble, often referring to his huge brain, and there is a personal insult to most people he meets. Chris Riotta noted in Newsweek that Baron Trump's adventures began in Russia, and also mentioned another book by Ingersoll, the last President, in which the New York president's home city was divided by the protest against a fraudulent presidential
election. Baron Trump's amazing underground journey by Ingersoll Lockwood London: Penguin Books, 1893 In 1893, an American lawyer named Ingersoll Lockwood wrote Baron Trump's Great Underground Journey. It tells the story of a Young man, Baron Trump, who is fed up with his luxury life and begins an adventure. Although written nearly 130 years
ago, it reads as if it were written for the Trump family today. These similarities led some conspiracy theorists to claim that US President Donald Trump was a time traveler who inspired Lockwood's story. Among them I'm not clear, but if Mr. Trump had read and learned from this story, he and the country could benefit in many ways. Let's dive in. In Lockwood's
story, Baroness Trump is a young aristocrat who is ennui. Later, a friend of his father gave him a 15th-century manuscript written by a man named Don. The manuscript details a Mysterious World in a world near the center of the Earth, and the only way to achieve it is through a portal in Russia. There is no map to the portal, but Don explains that when the
reader passes through Russia, people will tell you where the portal is and how to get there. Baroness Trump then left for Russia with his trusted dog, Bulger, and found the gate with the help of the Russian people. In this world in a world, he meets four different striking lands: The land of folk throughout the Land of sodopsies or ant-ant The frozen land of King
Gilead The Land of rattlebrains or Happy Forgetters The land of folk throughout the People here wear long black robes and hold large black fans to cover their transparent bodies and if they speak something is not true , it clouds them and they become opaque. One of the people explaining it to Trump this way: I can also tell you right here that lies are
unknown, or, more accurately speaking, impossible in the land of transparent folk... The smallest attempts to say one thing when they are thinking roils another and cloud them as if a drop of milk has fallen into a glass of the purest water. He further explained that in the world above, ... Your people really love noise, and that man making the loudest noise is
considered the greatest man. That's not true, he said, in the land of transparent folk. To be clear, honest, and with purpose is a lot more admirable. Baroness Trump listens, absorbs this and travels to the next land. The land of sodopsies or ants Hundreds of years ago, sodopsies or ant people who experienced an unexpected ice age pushed them down into
the world in a world. It was dark and they didn't know where they were going to find the food. Eventually, they found a natural gas source and were able to make fire and cook fish they found in a nearby river. However, because they were no longer exposed to natural light or sound, over time they lost their vision and hearing. Loss of senses this, they lose the
ability to speak and develop a form of sign language using touch. Trump quickly learned their language and expressed regret for their tragic lives. They. disagree and explain that they are glad to have lost these senses because it allows them to live without a ruler: No one wants to be a ruler if there is no one left to look at him and if he can not hear what
flatterers say about him. Vanity is the land that rulers spring from... They pretend that it's the realm of power they enjoyed. Don't trust them. It is the satisfaction of their suit and nothing else. Then a giant tortoise invaded their land and killed one of the Ant-man. Trump launched a plan to poison the turtle with natural gas. Once the turtle is dead, its shell is
turned into a boat for Trump and he sails to the next land. King Gilead's icy land Here, everything is made of ice and everyone has very low body temperature. Because their brains are frozen, it takes them a long time to process information and make decisions. Their ruler, King Gilead, explained that they disliked men with warm body temperatures, described
as hot heads. These men are dangerous for their brains to move too fast and they rush to judgment without considering the consequences. King Gilead believes it is better to think slowly and consider all options before making a decision. Trump stayed for a long time in this land but his body temperature was still too warm for him to stay there and he went to
the last land. The land of rattlebrains or happy forgetters in this land, everyone's memories are very short. They don't remember anything from any time more than an hour or so ago. They see this as a virtue, for if no one remembers anything they cannot have disagreements or hold grudges. Their heads are very small because they can't keep memories.
They feared Trump's big head, expelled him, and pushed him and Bulger back through the portal. Baroness Trump then returned from Russia to become Trump in Germany and continued his life without much self-reflection. End. Almost anyone will benefit from the lessons in this book, especially Donald Trump. He can learn the value of speaking clearly and
honestly, and not just loudly to make a point, from the land of transparent folk. If he listens to the Ant-Man, he can stop ruling with vanity, specifys and large crowds, and be fairer. Perhaps he would cool down a bit, like those in the frozen land of King Gilead, and be less of a hot head. And perhaps, like Happy Forgetters, he won't hold so many grudges, and,
as a result, spend less time on Twitter and more time engaged in peace-producing policymaking. Baron Trump, apparently, has not changed by his experiences. Maybe that's the true story. Read more about international relations
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